Obtention and engineering of non-human primate (NHP) antibodies for therapeutics.
Recombinant antibodies are therapeutic molecules of choice regarding their efficacy, pharmacokinetics and tolerance - all the more if they are human. The efficacy of antibodies generally depends on their affinity for their antigens. The most straightforward approach to isolate human antibodies with high affinities is the construction and screening of human immune libraries, but Humans cannot be immunized with all antigens of interest, for ethical and practical reasons. We circumvented that difficulty by utilizing non-human primates (NHP) instead of Humans and, in the course of our different studies, we have obtained several antibody fragments with high or very high affinities (from 3 nM to 50 pM) and neutralizing properties. The framework regions (FR) - the regions most implicated in tolerance - of these NHP antibody fragments were shown to be very similar to FR encoded by human germline genes. In one case, in a process called "germline humanization" (or "super-humanization"), we have increased that level of similarity and managed to go even beyond the level observed for human antibodies, without any loss of affinity. Here, the methodological peculiarities of our approach, in comparison with immune libraries built from immunised Humans, and the rationales behind these peculiarities, will be reviewed. The isolation of NHP antibody fragments from immune libraries, followed by the "super-humanization" process, opens a new and highly efficient approach for the production of high-quality recombinant antibodies for therapeutic uses.